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Abstract
An attendance policy was established at East Richland
High School, East Richland Community Unit District #1, Olney,
Illinois, prior to the 1991-92 school year.

The intention of the

policy was to counteract a trend of decreasing attendance rates.
The purpose of this study was to provide information to the East
Richland Community Unit Board of Education as to the effectiveness of
the policy and to enable it to make a more informed decision as to
whether or not to retain the policy.
regarding test

score~,

graduation rates.

Information was gathered

course failures, honor rolls, and

These results were compared to previous

ones in order to provide a recommendation on the effectiveness
of the policy.

Comparisons were also made with other schools

in the area,:with and without attendance policies.

The

results indicated an increase in test scores, honor
roll recipients, and graduation rates, while showing a
decrease in the number of course failures.

This study

was made available to the Board of Education as information
to serve as a guide in its evaluation of this policy.
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Chapter 1
Overview of the Problem
Introduction
Historically, nonattendance has been one of the single most
persistent problems that confronts educators in their quest for
excellence in their respective schools.

When discussing a public

school attendance policy, Stine indicated, "If Chrysler had an
absentee problem like ours, Lee Iacocca would still owe Uncle
Sam a billion dollars" (P. 12).

The purpose of this

study was to provide information to the Board of Education of
the East Richland Community Unit District #1 on the effectiveness
of the East Richland High School Attendance Policy which was
implemented in August of 1991.

Even though the policy was in its

fourth year, ·.there still remained concern about it -- especially with
the reward of exempting students from semester tests for perfect
attendance or an "A" in a class.

This evaluation of the policy

should enable the Board of Education to make a more informed
decision as to whether or not to retain the policy.
Statement of the Problem
The present attendance policy at East Richland High School (ERHS)
was adopted by the Board of Education due to attendance problems which
were noted during the 1990-91 school year.

Attendance records

indicated that during the first semester of that year, 158 students
were absent more than 10 days without a doctor's excuse and 153
students missed more than 10 days during the second semester.
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Records also showed that 719 courses were failed by ERHS
students during the second quarter of the 1990-91 school year.
Further review showed that a definite correlation existed between
those students failing courses and their attendance records.
Prior to adopting the present attendance policy, there was
considerable consultation time spent with Mr. Jack Taylor (since
deceased) of Robbins, Schwartz, Nicholas, Lifton, and Taylor Ltd.
Attorneys as to the legality of attendance policies.

Mr. Taylor

stated that the Illinois School Code did not address the legality
of attendance

polici~s

but felt that recent court cases would

support such a policy "if reduction in credit was for academic
achievement and not for disciplinary reasons."

He did state that

court rulings have indicated that schools may establish rules
that make students accountable for their attendance (personal
communication, June, July, and August, 1992).
Mr. Taylor stated that three requirements must be met prior to
establishing the policy:
1.

The Board of Education of East Richland Community Unit
District #1 must adopt the policy.

2.

The policy must be in writing.

3.

The students and parents of the students must be made
aware of the new policy.
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This study addressed the following five research questions:
1.

Have the attendance rates at ERHS for the academic years
1991-94 shown improvement with the implementation of the
attendance policy as compared with the attendance rates
for the academic years 1988-91 under the former policy?

2.

Has the number of students failing courses in the second
quarter for the academic years 1991-94 at ERHS decreased
with the implementation of the attendance policy as
compared with the number of students failing courses
during seconq quarter in the 1990-91 academic school year
without the attendance policy?

3.

Do the IGAP scores for students tested as middle school
students show improvement when their classes were retested
as high school students under the attendance policy?

4.

Has there been an increase in the number of students
qualifying for the ERHS Academic Awards Night since the
implementation of the attendance policy?

5.

Has the graduation rate at ERHS shown improvement with
the implementation of the attendance policy?

Delimitations
The following delimitations were placed on this study:
1.

The study was limited to the East Richland High
School students for the purpose of determining the
effectiveness of the attendance policy.

2.

Selected area high schools, with and without attendance
policies, were used to support the analysis of data.
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Limitations
The results of this study may have been affected by the
following limitations:
1.

Any achievement results may have been affected by extraneous
variables such as teacher effectiveness, test-taking
environments, and overall school discipline.

2.

The increased mobility of the student population at ERHS
may have affected the socio-economic status and attitudes of
families within the community.

Definition of Terms
The following terms have key meanings for the purpose of this
study.

These terms are defined in the East Richland High School

Handbook for Students and Parents.
1.

Attendance Policy - All students are required to take a
semester and/or final examination.

A special policy will

apply to students who have perfect attendance for that
semester or an "A" in that class, and have had no
truancies or suspensions (in-school suspension included)
during that semester . . This policy is as follows:
1.

Students with perfect attendance for the semester
are exempt from all semester exams.
a.

Students will be permitted to take the final exam
if a higher grade is possible or if a
student/parent requests the exam of the
teacher.
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b.

A teacher may require a student to take the
final exam if passing the final exam is
necessary to achieve a passing average.

c.

If a student receives an "F" either quarter, passing
the semester exam is required for a passing grade and
credit for the course.

d.

If failing ("F's") in both quarters, students
are still required to be in attendance to take
the final exam and teachers should not exempt
them.for that reason.

2.

Any student with an "A" in a specific subject is
exempt from the semester exam provided that the
student has had no truancies, suspensions, or
unexcused absences during the semester.

2.

Loss of Credit - Any student absent from school more than
ten (10) days in a semester receives one half (1/2) of
normal credit for the class from which he/she is absent.
The following exceptions will apply:
1.

Absences specifically covered by a medical doctor's
statement will not apply toward the total of ten (10).

2.

Absences due to school sponsored activities such as
extracurricular events or field trips will not
apply to the total of ten (10).
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3.

Absences which are prearranged for a college or
vocational school visitation or Armed Forces
physical exam and meet the requirements outlined in
paragraph 8.6 will not apply toward the total of
ten (10).

4.

Absences due to the death of an immediate family
member (parent, brother, sister - 3 days,
grandparent - 1 day) will be allowed and will not apply
toward the total of ten (10).

5.

Extenuating circumstances to be considered on an
individual basis will not apply toward the total of
ten (10).

3.

Attendance - Loss of Credit - Students will not loose credit
due to injury, illness, or where extenuating circumstances
exist.

For this purpose dates of absences specifically

included in a doctor's statement will not be counted toward
loss of credit. Due process will be afforded to students.
However, it is not to be construed that these guidelines
impinge on a teacher's authority and professional
responsibility to fail a student who in his/her
judgment is deficient in achievement,
participation/attendance, attitude, initiative, or
cooperation.
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4.

Perfect Attendance
All absences are counted in this exemption policy
except absences due to school sponsored activities,
college or vocational school visitations, and Armed Forces
exams cleared before the date of absence.
Also, to be included are absences for the funerals
of immediate family members (parents, brother,
sister - 3 days, grandparent - 1 day) none of which
will affect perfect attendance.
1.

All students will be granted one (1)
excused absence per semester in addition
to the above mentioned which will not affect
perfect attendance.

2.

Extenuating circumstances may be appealed
to the administration.

5.

Academic Awards Night (criteria) - A student will qualify
for the ERHS Academic Awards Night if he/she has been on
the Honor Roll at ERHS for each of the first three
quarters.

The criteria for High Honors is a GPA of 4.75-

5.0 and for Honors is 4.25-4.74.
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Chapter 2
Rationale, Related Literature, and Research
sationale
The 1990-91 school year provided insight that was simply
overwhelming to a new high school assistant principal.

For

many years it had been assumed, and accepted in many cases,
that non-attendance by students was, and is, a major problem
in secondary education.

But during that year the magnitude of

the problem became increasingly apparent.

It was assumed by the

author that major attendance problems existed in large urban areas,
but only to a lesser degree in more conservative rural
communities.

Since the primary responsibility of the Assistant

Principal at East Richland High School is attendance and discipline,
the problem that existed in that school relating to attendance was of
shock and disbelief.
Students were continuously absent from school.
at home when called.

They were not

They were not consulting doctors. Some parents

were constantly writing notes for their children stating that they
were absent due to illness.

Even when the student was seen on the

streets of town during school hours, parents continuously contended
that the student was home sick. The problem of forged notes from
parents was overwhelming. The time necessary to compare the
handwriting with previous notes was very significant.
The determination by the East Richland Administration and
Board of Education was there existed a major problem of nonattendance
at ERHS.
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Research of the problem with other administrators in the area
disclosed similar problems existed.

Some schools had already

initiated an attendance policy to counteract their problem.

Others

had contemplated a policy but were concerned about the legality and
enforcement of it.

Some of the school officials contacted stated that

they had a policy but did not want to be quoted due to possible
litigation.

As one principal said, "Our attendance policy works for

us, and I have no idea if it is legal.

We intend to continue until

someone takes us to court."
Schools that were contacted during the spring of 1991 included
Fairfield, Lawrenceville, Robinson, Red Hill, Newton, Mt. Carmel, and
Anna-Jonesboro.
attendance.

Each of these schools had a policy regarding

The policy adopted by ERHS was very similar in nature

to the one at Lawrenceville.

Some schools, such as Red Hill and

Mt. Carmel provided a penalty for too many absences, but no reward
for those with perfect attendance.

Some policies required that

students be removed from a class if he/she was absent more than
10 times and removed from all classes if absent from two or more
classes more than 10 times.

One school even dropped students from

the roll if more than 10 absences occurred.

Another school reported

that if a student had four or more unexcused absences from a .class,
the student was removed and placed in study hall during that
period.

In most cases the student would remove himself /herself

from school, either by transfer or termination, once he/she had
too many study halls assigned.
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It was quite apparent that ERHS had a problem with lack of
attendance.

In the first semester of the school year 1990-91,

158 students (enrollment of 643) were absent more than 10 days
without obtaining a doctor's excuse.
excess of 40 days.

Some students were absent in

This problem of nonattendance brought on other

concerns which were expressed by committee members working toward
improving attendance at ERHS:
1.

Who was responsible for student attendance?

2.

Teachers were spending too much time on make-up work.

3.

Many of those absent students were also failing
several courses.

4.

Parents were not always aware students were absent.

5.

Some parents continuously lied about absences for
the purpose of getting excused absences.

6.

Many students absent had no telephones so
contacting them was sometimes impossible.

Investigating absences the second semester proved just as
fruitless.

During the second semester 153 students were absent

more than 10 days without a doctor's excuse.
Review of Research
It became very apparent that the nonattendance problem at ERHS
was one that was not limited to just that community.
one that was new to other existing communities.

Nor was it

Thomas and Standard

(1975) observed in 1973 and 1974 that secondary school principals
rated poor attendance as their most pressing problem.

Absentee
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rates of 15% daily were not considered uncommon.

Also,

oeleonibus (1978) published findings that rated poor attendance as
the most troublesome day-to-day problem in the administration of
secondary schools.
The fact that this problem is not new was well-documented by
Bentley (1930) who indicated that social/family problems were major
reasons for a student's failure to attend school.

Such reasons

as poor parental control, broken homes, and mental conflict were
given as early as 1915.
In 1932, Robinson wrote that truancy was caused in part by
unhappiness of the child.

Knudson (1964) stated that attendance

problems were caused by poor home environment and poor participation
in extracurricular activities.

Unfortunately, many of the same

reasons are given today for a student's nonattendance.
Morris (1972) blamed poor attendance on an ever-changing
modern society; students are more inclined to yield to pressure from
their peers to drink liquor, take drugs, and commit crimes.

Thomas

(1974) concluded that school attendance was one of the first
rebellions against authority exhibited by students.

It was quite

apparent that peer pressure and peer acceptance were major reasons
for truancy and nonattendance.
Rood (1989) concurred that truancy was the greatest cause for
concern of secondary administrators and stated that while educators
can encourage student's attendance, the final responsibility of
attendance lies with the students and their parents.
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Andrews (1986) supported the need for revised attendance
policies and provided a list of symptoms to help identify potential
attendance problems (most could be identified by Grade 3).

Some of

these are:
1.

Lack of family stability.

2.

Lack of parental concern.

3.

Lack of parental control over student's actions.

4.

Lack of personal involvement by parents.

5.

Lack of understanding of school procedures.

6.

Failure of a student to do required homework.

7.

Change in or consistently low socio-economics status

Further support for the implementation of an attendance policy came
from Kube and Ratigan (1993) who argued that schools should develop
and implement a comprehensive attendance policy that encouraged
students to have good attendance.

Kube and Ratigan (1991) illustrated

the Attendance Policy at North Scott High School in Eldridge, Iowa.
Most of the characteristics of this policy had also been adopted by
the East Richland Policy, including the exemption from semester tests
for those with perfect attendance.

Also illustrated were the

tremendous improvement both in attendance and academic performance.
Stine (1990) presented a three step policy to improve attendance as
adopted at Aurora Central High School (Colorado):
1.

Students with good attendance do not take final exams.

2.

Chronic truancies are suspended.

3.

All students are required to do make-up work.
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Ligon (1990) explained the failure of the state wide attendance
policy in Texas. The state legislature had limited students to five
absences per semester, but allowed the principal of an individual high
school the freedom to excuse more at his/her discretion.

Extreme

pressure was placed on many of the principals for excused absences and
thus the policy failed.

Enforcement of the policy, both in

decision-making and time consumption, was determined to be a major
cause of failure in the state of Texas.

These same factors are

problems that face any administration in the enforcement of a policy.
Review of Literature
The legality of attendance policies has been a major concern
of many administrators for several years.

Court cases have been

the primary source of determining their legality.

The support of

the State Board of Education and Regional Superintendents for
attendance policies is minimal, even though student success and
student attendance have, for years, been related and documented.
ERHS had tremendous support from both the truant officer and
the states attorney in its quest for increased attendance.

The

truant officer, Linn Wells, also is the chief administrator for the
Optional Education Program which is conducted through the Regional
Superintendent's Office.

Chronic truants are first subjected to Mrs.

Wells, who often made recommendation for informal judication held
at ERHS by the State's Attorney.

Parents and students were informed

of their responsibilities by the State's Attorney.

In some cases

this procedure was enough to convince both the student and parent of
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the importance for the student to attend school.

If this process

failed, some students were referred to Optional Education, a program
accepted by the East Richland Board of Education.

The student can

receive as many as four credits at Optional Education which can be
applied to the 22 credits necessary for graduation.

Optional

Education also provides a Graduate Equivalency Diploma (GED) program
for students who do not wish to secure a high school diploma.
Although not necessarily a study of attendance polices, there
were results available to show the effectiveness of achievement in
those districts where attendance policies had been initiated.

A

simple comparison of school report cards of 11 school districts in the
Wayne County Press showed a positive relationship between attendance
and achievement.

This comparison has been conducted annually since

the inception of IGAP tests, and although limited in scientific
procedures, it did show positive comparisons in the relationship
between student attendance and student achievement.
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Chapter 3
Design of the Study

-

General Design
As stated in Chapter 1 the purpose of this study was to

provide information for the East Richland Community Unit District
#1 Board of Education on the effectiveness of the attendance
policy which was adopted following the 1990-91 academic school
year.

The policy was in its fourth year of existence

and was adopted following lengthy discussion when it was
determined that ERHS, like so many other schools, had a definite
attendance problem.

The policy, as designed, provided for a

reward for any student with perfect attendance during a semester
(exemption from semester exams) and a penalty for any student who
was absent for more than 10 days during a semester without a
doctor's excuse (1/2 credit for a passing grade in the course).
The information will be presented by answering five
questions:
1.

Have the attendance rates at ERHS for the academic
years 1991-94 shown improvement with the implementation of
the attendance policy as compared with the attendance
rates for the academic years 1988-91 under the former
policy?

2.

Has the number of students failing courses in the
second quarter for the academic years 1991-94 at ERHS
decreased with the implementation of the attendance
policy as compared with the number of students failing
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courses during the second quarter for the 1990-91
academic school year without the attendance policy?
3.

Do the IGAP scores for students tested as middle school
students show improvement when their classes were
retested as high school students under the attendance
policy?

4.

Has there been an increase in the number of
students qualifying for the ERHS Academic Awards Night
since the implementation of the attendance policy?

5.

Has the graduation rate at ERHS shown improvement with
the implementation of the attendance policy?

Sample and Population
The population of this study consisted of students enrolled
!t East Richland Middle School and East Richland High School.
)ther selected high schools, as named in the Wayne County Press
~ewspaper,

with and without attendance policies, were used to

:urther exemplify the importance of a high attendance rate on
itudent achievement.
Cnstrumentation
The data collected for this study were gathered predominantly
:rom the East Richland Community Unit District #1 School Report
=ard.

The report card was designed and developed by the

:llinois State Board of Education in compliance with Public Act
14-126 passed by the 84th Illinois General Assembly.

The purpose

1f the report card, which is required by state law, is to
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provide information to the residents of a school district to
better understand and compare their schools with others in the
state.

It requires a school district to be accountable for its

students' learning.
A second instrument was a numerical chart that lists the
number of students qualifying for the ERHS Academic Awards
Night.

This list was compiled by the East Richland Foundation

for Academic Excellence (ERFAE) which annually sponsors the
event.

In order to qualify for this award, a student must

make the honor roll for each of the first three quarters
during an academic school year.

The criterion used for

determining the honor roll is a minimum grade point average
(GPA) of 4.25 (5.0 scale).

The honor roll is further divided

into high honors (4.75-5.0) and honor roll (4.25-4.75).
The third instrument used was a comparison of high school
report cards of 11 area schools which is conducted annually
by the Wayne County Press Newspaper of Fairfield, Illinois.
The comparison rates in order of excellence the scores
achieved by the students of the participating schools in the
different academic areas tested by !GAP.
Data Collection
The process of collecting the necessary data for this study
was relatively simple.

Annual school report cards are kept on

file in both the administrative offices of the schools and in the
individual offices of the representative school.

The number of
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recipients of the Academic Awards Night is compiled by ERFAE and
kept on file in the ERHS Principal's Office.

The comparison

report by the Wayne County Press has been made available to the
participating schools since the 1990-91 school year when the
state of Illinois completed the implementation of IGAP testing.
!GAP testing at the high school level commenced in 1990 with the
testing of reading skills.

Mathematics was first tested in 1991,

writing in 1992, science in 1992, and social science in 1993.
After several pilots were evaluated, IGAP has currently
benchmarked Grade 10 for the testing of reading, writing, and
math, and Grade 11 for science and social science.
Data Analysis
The analysis of the collected data used descriptive
statistics and was presented in terms of comparative scores,
frequencies, and percentages.

Comparisons were made

regarding student achievement by presenting results prior
to and after the implementation of the ERHS attendance policy.
Such comparisons were used to answer the five previously stated
research questions.
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Chapter 4
Results of the Study

-

Introduction
As previously mentioned, the purpose of this study was to

determine the effectiveness of the attendance policy which
was implemented at ERHS prior to the 1991-92 school year.
The intent was to provide information for the East Richland
community Unit #1 Board of Education as to the effectiveness of the
policy and to allow it to make a more informed decision as to
whether or not to retain the policy.
Rationale
Five questions were established to determine the
policy's effectiveness:
1.

Have the attendance rates at ERHS for the academic years
1991-94 shown improvement with the implementation of the
attendance policy as compared with the attendance rates
for the academic years 1988-91 under the former policy?

2.

Has the number of students failing courses in the second
quarter for the academic years 1991-94 at ERHS decreased
with the implementation of the attendance policy, as
compared with the number of students failing courses
during the second quarter in the 1990-91 academic school
year without the attendance policy?

3.

Do the IGAP scores for students tested as middle school
students show improvement when their classes were retested
as high school students under the attendance policy?
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4.

Has there been an increase in the number of students
qualifying for the ERHS Academic Awards Night since the
implementation of the attendance policy?

5.

Has the graduation rate at ERHS shown improvement with
the implementation of the attendance policy?

The primary purpose of the policy was to increase the
attendance rate at ERHS.

During the 1990-91 school year, it was

determined that ERHS had an attendance problem and something
needed to be done to counteract the decreasing rate of attendance.
Further study showed that the problem seemed to commence at the
middle school and continued at the high school level.

Although

records indicated that attendance rates remained above the state
average, it was determined there was a problem and the rates at
ERHS could, and should, be considerably above the average of the
state.

It was also a contention that attendance problems

directly affected other areas such as IGAP scores, graduation
rates, and course failures.
Results
The first research question addressed in this study was:
Have the attendance rates at ERHS for the academic years 1991-94 shown
improvement with the implementation of the attendance policy as
compared with the attendance rates for the academic years 1988-91
under the former policy?

Records indicated that since 1986 attendance

rates normally exceeded 95% in all elementary schools in the
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district.

There were abnormal years such as 1988 when the rates

dipped below 95%, but this was presumably due to a situation
beyond the district's control--such as a flu epidemic.

Records

indicated that attendance rates were generally in the 93% range
at ERMS and 94% range at ERHS.
During the 1990-91 school year it was determined that a
trend was developing and attendance rates were decreasing yearly
at the high school level.

During the 1990-91 school year a new

high school assistant principal was hired, and he was in disbelief
as he tried to solve the lack of attendance of some of the students.
The attendance policy was established at ERHS prior to the
beginning of the 1991-92 school year, and Table 1 illustrates that
attendance rates increased immediately.
Table 1
Comparisons of Attendance Rates
State Average

Year

ERMS

ERHS

1985-86

93.5

95.1

93.6

1986-87

94.2

95.3

93.8

1987-88

94.3

94.7

93.4

1988-89

93.5

94.4

93.3

1989-90

93.7

94.0

93.5

1990-91

93.5

94.1

93.5

1991-92

93.9

95.9

93.6

1992-93

93.4

95.2

93.4

1993-94

94.1

94.9

93.2
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As seen in Table 1 attendance rates have decreased each year at
ERHS since implementation of the attendance policy, but they still
remained higher than previous years.

It has been determined that some

students who have missed their second day of the semester (eliminating
them from the reward of exemption from semester tests) felt they
could now miss up to 10 days and would not receive the penalty
(1/2 credit for the course).
Much of the increase in attendance rates was perceived to
be directly involved with the rewards of the policy--exemption
from semester tests for perfect attendance.

Although records were

not available for high school students with perfect attendance
prior to the 1991-92 school year, results showed that students
strived for the reward.

Table 2 illustrates the number and

percent of students achieving perfect attendance during the
years the policy has been in effect:
Table 2
Students Achieving Perfect Attendance
1st Semester

2nd Semester

1991-92

350 (54%)

374 (59%)

1992-93

397 (61%)

295 (45%)

1993-94

376 (55%)

337 (51%)

1994-95

383 (59%)

Although perfect attendance was a goal of the policy, the
major concern was the number of students absent more than 10
days without a doctor's excuse.

These were the students who
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were constantly falling behind in their academic work, becoming
frustrated with school and eventually dropping out, opting for
an alternative education such as Optional Education, or
transferring from the district.

Table 3 illustrates the

success that the policy had on these students:
Table 3
students Missing More Than 10 Days
1st Semester All Day
(Partial Days)

2nd Semester All Day
(Partial Days)

1990-91

158 (25)

153 (37)

1991-92

7 (14)

10 ( 8)

1992-93

12 (10)

7 (15)

1993-94

18 (12)

24 ( 8)

1994-95

21

(

3)

The second question addressed to determine the effectiveness
of the attendance policy was:

Has the number of students failing

courses in the second quarter for the academic years 1991-94 at
ERHS decreased with the implementation of the attendance policy
as compared with the number of students failing courses during
second quarter in the 1990-91 academic school year without the
attendance policy?

The second quarter was selected because it

is the belief of the author that students remaining in school
through the entire first semester are least likely to drop out.
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Also, this figure during the 1990-91 school year was one that
astonished both administrators and school board members during the
time that the attendance problem was being studied.
As can be seen by Table 4 the first two years of implementing
the attendance policy brought a tremendous decline in the number of
course failures.

But during the 1993-94 school year, a large increase

in course failures existed.

Due to this increase a study was

conducted on how many of those course failures were received by
students who were absent more than 10 days in the first semester.
It was determined that of the 283 course failures during the second
quarter of the 1993-94 school year, 109 of those failures were
received by students who were absent in the excess of 10 days.
Also in 1994-95, 63 of the 183 course failures were received by
students with more than 10 absences.
Table 4
Relationship of Course Failures for the 2nd Quarter Enrollment

Year

Second Quarter
Course Failures

Enrollment as of
September 30

1990-91

719

643

1991-92

193

645

1992-93

188

652

1993-94

283 (109 failed by
students with 10
or more absences)

698

1994-95

183 (63 failed by
students with 10
or more absences)

694
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It should also be noted that the 1993-94 enrollment figures at
ERHS showed a large increase.

Also, ERHS continues to have, as do

most high schools, much student mobility and an excessive dropout
rate.

Student mobility rates range from 10-15% at ERHS each year

and many of the dropouts are students who withdrew from school earlier
or who have transferred from different school systems several times.
A major concern of all schools today is the result of IGAP
scores.

Do the IGAP scores for students tested as middle school

students show improvement when their classes were retested as
high school students under the attendance policy?

Since the school

year 1989-90 students have taken IGAP tests as required by the State
of Illinois. These tests are a part of school accountability and are
given to determine if the students enrolled in each school are
learning.

The average score of all scores earned by students in the

State of Illinois was designated as the state average.

The academic

area first tested in 1989-90 was reading skills. Students at ERMS
scored an average of 267 on this test and two years later scored an
average of 268 while students at ERHS.

This was also the first year

the attendance policy was in effect at ERHS.

Table 5 illustrates a

comparison of the average scores of the students when tested at ERMS
and also those when they were retested either as Sophomores or Juniors
at ERHS.
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Table 5
comparisons of IGAP Scores for ERHS/{ERMS) Students
Reading

Math

Writing

1991-92

268 (267)

271 (245)

25.4

270

1992-93

265 (242)

262 (239)

26.9 (21.4)

287 (269)

265

1993-94

269 (253)

262 (249)

26.2 (23.1)

273 (269)

250

Year

Science

Social Science

The students at ERMS were first tested in social science in
1993 and the same students have not been retested at the high
school level.

Comparisons of their scores will not be made

until after this year's results are available.
Further evidence of the importance of attendance in relation
to test scores was illustrated by a survey conducted by the Wayne
County Press Newspaper in Fairfield.

Since the completion of the

initiating of all IGAP tests in 1991-92, the Press has run a
comparison of the eight North Egypt Conference Schools (Carmi,
East Richland, Fairfield, Flora, Lawrenceville, Mt. Carmel,
Red Hill, and Salem) plus three smaller schools (Cisne, Wayne
City, and Webber County) served by the Press (see Appendices A-C).
The three schools that rated the highest in surpassing the state
average in all areas tested were Cisne, Fairfield, and East Richland
High Schools.

Cisne rated below the state average in 1991-92 in the

average ACT score and East Richland rated below the state average the
same year in writing scores.

This problem at ERHS was remedied

by an in-service on Power Writing and followed by a 26.9
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average writing score in 1993-94.

Those were the only areas

in which the state average was not achieved.

Fairfield scored

below the state average in 1991-92 in writing and also in 1992-93
in social studies scores.

All of the remaining scores for the

years 1991-92, 1992-93, and 1993-94 exceeded the state average.
All three of these schools had a high attendance rate and also
rewarded their students with good attendance or high grades
(an A in the class) with exemption from semester tests.
Lawrenceville had a tremendous improvement in 1993-94 and,
according to officials there, the results were due to a stronger
enforcement of its attendance policy (Principal David Schuur,
October, 1994).

Lawrenceville also offered the incentive of opting

from semester tests for perfect attendance.
The fourth question addressed during the study was:

Has

there been an increase in the number of students qualifying
for the ERHS Academic Awards Night since the implementation of
the attendance policy?

A student must achieve Honor Roll status for

each of the first three quarters to qualify for the varsity letter
known as the Academic

o. The student must have a minimum 4.25 (5.0)

Grade Point Average each quarter to qualify.

Table 6 illustrates the

increase in the number of students achieving this distinction:
The fifth and final question addressed was:

Has the

graduation rate at ERHS shown improvement with the implementation
of the attendance policy?

Table 7 shows a comparison of

the attendance rate and the graduation rate:
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Table 6
Students Qualifying for Academic O's
Year

Students Qualifying for Academic Awards Night

1990-91

119

1991-92

139

1992-93

163

1993-94

159

1994-95

172

Table 7
Comparisons of Attendance Rates and Graduation Rates
Year

Attendance Rate

Graduation Rate

1986

95.1%

70.1%

1987

95.3%

73.1%

1988

94.7%

72.5%

1989

94.4%

71. 5%

1990

94.0%

75.4%

1991

94.1%

83.0%

1992

95.9%

84.0%

1993

95.2%

85.2%

1994

94.9%

83.9%

The author has no explanation for the high attendance rate
and low graduation rate during the mid 1980's.

But during the

1990-91 school year, most of the absences were attributed to
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underclassman.

This would explain a relatively low attendance

rate, but an increase in the graduation rate.

Graduation rates

have continued to remain higher with the implementation of
the policy.
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Chapter 5
Summary, Findings, and Recommendations
summary
The purpose of this study was to provide information to the
East Richland Community Unit District #1 Board of Education on the
effectiveness of the attendance policy established prior to the
1990-91 school year, and to enable it to make a more informed decision
as to whether or not to retain the policy.

The policy was established

to counteract the trend of a decreasing attendance rate that had been
slowly descending since 1985-86.

It was the belief of those

involved in the establishment of the policy that areas such as test
scores, graduation rates, course failures, and high academic
achievement were being affected by the failure of some students
to accept responsibility for their attendance.
The policy was based on a reward/penalty concept.

Those students

with perfect attendance or high academic achievement (an A in a
specific course) were rewarded with an exemption from semester
examinations.

The justification for this reward was that a student

who was in attendance everyday of the semester usually performed close
to his potential academically and that more could be taught to that
student in 85 days of attendance than with one semester test.

Also,

it was believed that a test designed to challenge an A student
would probably prove to be too difficult for a student who was
required to pass the final exam in order to receive a passing
grade for the course.

The policy also contained a penalty clause

Which stated that a student absent more than 10 days in a semester
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without a doctor's excuse would receive only one half credit for the
course.

The penalty was for a deficiency in academic achievement,

rather than for the behavior of absenteeism.

The student was

considered deficient on a daily basis in classroom participation,
initiative, attitude, and cooperation.

These criteria, along with

achievement, are the standards used to derive a student's final grade
for a given course.
Findings
Five research questions were established in order to determine
the effectiveness of the attendance policy.

Each of these questions

was evaluated on a specific increase/decrease performance level.
These questions and their findings were:
1.

Have the attendance rates at ERHS for the academic years
1991-94 shown improvement with the implementation of the
attendance policy as compared with the attendance rates for
the academic years 1988-91 under the former policy?

The attendance rate has been higher each year the policy has
been in effect as compared to the previous four years.
four years showed a definite decline.

The previous

Attendance rates were 94.7%

in 1987-88, 94.4% in 1988-89, 94.0% in 1989-90, and 94.1% in 1990-91.
There was an immediate increase after the implementation of the
policy during the 1991-92 school year.

The attendance rates for

1991-92 were 95.9%, 95.2% for 1992-93, and 94.9% for the 1993-94
year.

Although the rates declined each year, they were still higher

than those prior to implementation of the policy.

Further evidence of

the students' attempts for good attendance when they were healthy was
demonstrated during the school year 1994-95.

Attendance rates were
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above 95% for each month with the exception of January and February
when a flu epidemic was evident.

Attendance rates were 85% in January

and 91% in February.
2.

Has the number of students failing courses in the second
quarter for the academic years 1991-94 at ERHS decreased
with the implementation of the attendance policy as compared
with the number of students failing courses during second
quarter in the 1990-91 academic school year without the
attendance policy?

There was an immediate decrease in the number of course failures
in 1991-92 as compared to 1990-91.

Students failed a total of 719

courses during the second quarter of 1990-91 and 193 during the
1991-92 school year.

There was also a decrease in the number of

students missing more than 10 days without a doctor's excuse.
That number decreased from 158 students in 1990-91 to seven during
the first semester in 1991-92.

The number of students failing

courses during the second quarter has remained considerably below
the 1990-91 figure during the years 1992-93 (188), 1993-94 (283),
and 1994-95 (183).

Each of these years showed considerably fewer

failures than the year prior to the implementation of the policy.
It was also evident that fewer students were absent in excess of the
10 day maximum.
3.

Do the !GAP scores for students tested as middle school
students show improvement when their classes were retested
as high school students under the attendance policy?
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The average score of every class, when tested at the high
school level, increased from the average score produced at the
middle school level.

The increase of the average score ranged from

one point (reading in 1991-92) to 26 points (math in 1991-92).
Results also showed that the ERHS Class of 1995 either had the
highest score or tied for the highest in the North Egypt Conference
in three of the five areas tested.
4.

Has there been an increase in the number of students
qualifying for the ERHS Academic Awards Night since the
implementation of the attendance policy?

Results showed a definite increase in the number of students
qualifying for the Academic O at ERHS.

Only 119 students qualified

in 1990-91 as compared to 172 students in 1994-95.

There was an

increase in the enrollment during the 1993-94 and 1994-95 school
years that may have had some effect on the increased number, but
there was an increase in 1992-93 to 163 qualifiers (compared to 119)
with only an enrollment increase from 643 to 652.
5.

Has the graduation rate at ERHS shown improvement with
the implementation of the attendance policy?

The graduation rate at ERHS dipped as low as 70.1% in 1986
and ranged as high as 75.4% in 1990.

Since the implementation of

the attendance policy, the graduation rate has ranged from 83.0%
to 85.2%.
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Conclusions
After evaluating the results of the five research questions,
it is apparent that positive increases have been made in each area
since the implementation of the attendance policy.

There are other

factors that could also have had a positive effect on these results.
These include overall school discipline, teacher effectiveness,
elective courses, etc.

Many of these factors have not been measured

or would be very difficult to measure.

The fact does remain that

since the implementation of the attendance policy, all five
measurable areas have shown an increase in student performance.
Recommendation
The East Richland Community District #1 Board of Education
continually reviews all policies to determine their effectiveness.
The attendance policy was a controversial issue when it was
implemented four years ago.

Also, a change of superintendents

during this time period has renewed the controversy.

Two questions

seem to be continuously mentioned when discussions commence regarding
the policy.

The first question deals with the legality of the

policy, and the second is concerned with the failure to prepare
college-bound students for final tests.

Each of these has validity

and should be addressed.
It is the opinion of the author that both questions were
addressed prior to establishing the policy.

The legality of the

policy was given a positive legal opinion prior to its establishment.
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The issue regarding not preparing students for college was addressed
and the options for a student to request semester tests, or for the
parents to do so, was made available.

No student is prohibited

from being allowed to take the tests.

Several students have taken

semester exams in order to possibly raise their grade.

Also,

some parents have required their children to take some exams.
Since the five research questions established show positive
results, it is the recommendation of the author for the Board of
Education to retain the attendance policy.

Attendance rates are up,

course failures are down, test scores are increased, student academic
achievement has improved, and the graduation rate has increased;
therefore it is the recommendation of the author that this policy has
had a positive impact on these school priorities and should be
retained.
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Appendix A
Wayne County Press Newspaper School Ratings 1991-92

Comparing Schools
/CfC/;;>-

.Report Cards On Area High Schools Issued
By Penny Shreve

Webbor Township

Fairfield High School's best and

Red Hill
Wayne City

brightest sludcnts fared better than
anyone else in the area in ACT
<American College Testing> scoring
last year, but other tests given to all
nth graders indicated deficiency in
reading and writing skills at FCHS.
A comparison oC State Report
Cards shows FCHS at the top in ACT
composite scores for students tested.
But of 12 schools surveyed (including
the slate average), Fairfield sits 11
in IGAP (Illinois Goal Assessment
Program> writing scores, and ninth
in reading.
On the other hand, FCHS' strength
in mathematics shined brightly in
IGAP testing, with students there
finishing 'second overall. They also

Flora
rairCield
Stale Average
Mt. Carmel
Lawrenceville

Cinlshed fifth ln science testing.

Webber Township

FalrCleld

teachers

and

ad·

ministrators are among the best paid
in Ute area.
Cisne did the most with the least, so
to speak, in 1991·92. Students there
rated first in the area in IGAP science
and maUt scores, and did so with a
teaching staff which is the lowest-paid
in the area, and which has less overall
experience (15 years on the average>
than 10 other schools.
Test scores at Wayne City were
average or just below that.
The comparisons follow:
lGAP R!::ADll'\G SCORES
Salem
271
Cisne
269
Olney
268
Carmi
263

257

• 2.'iO

250
249
246
i.13,

229·
205

Fairfield
Olney·

Salem

Carmi
Mt. Carmel .

State Average
Lawrenceville

Wayne City
Red Hill
Flora ·

288
273
271
268
262

252
251
248
246
240

232
218

IGAP WRITING SCORES

Salem
Red Hil
Cisne
Carmi
Webber Township
State Average
Wayne City
Olney

Flora
Lawrenceville
Fairfield
Mt. Carmel

2.'i9

250
250
248

Red Hill

24.5

Webber

Lawrenceville

245
243

~~a

~7

ACT CO:O.IPOSlTE SCORES

IGAP MATH SCORES
Cisne

Fairfield
Mt. Carmel
State Average
Wayne City

27.5
27.4
26.9
26.5
26.4
26.l

25.6
25.4
25.2

Fairfield
Webber Township
Carmi
Mt. Carmel
Olney
Salem
Stale Average
Red HUI
Flora
Wayne City
Lawrenceville

Cisne

Flora
Carmi
Lawrenceville

Red Hill
Olney

24..8

Cisi;ie

lGAP SCIENCE SCORES
Cisne

2BG

Carmi

282

Salem
Olney

271
270

2o.o

20.8
20.2
20.0
19.7
19.1

AVERAGE TEACHER'S SALARY
$36,SOS

State Average
Fairfield
Salem
Wayne City
Webber Township
Mt. Carmel

24..9
24.3

22.0
21.9
21.5
20.9
20.9
20.9

~5.4.29

33,356
30,649
26,834

21\,784.
27,74.7
27,164
26,990
26,829
26,090
22,266

·AVr~KAGE

ADl\Ill'\18TRA1'0R'S SALARY
State A\'Crngc
$58,$10
·Mt. Carmel
57,ti3G
Fairfic!d
5:i,2ii1
Conlinucd On Page 13
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Appendix B
Wayne County Press Newspaper School Ratings 1992-93
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ID:FAIRFIELD COMM HIGH

RATE

Cisne
S&le.."':2
fai."'fic!d
webbc: 'IWp.
Red Rlll

94.0'$
9l.8$

Red Hill

93••$<
93.0$
92.7$

St.ale Ave:·· ~~..,.., ..
Salem · ··~'~·' ·. ···

Mt. CJ::nel
Cu mi
L.awrc:nc:cville
Flora
Red Hill
Webber Twp.
Cisne

~.S$

21.2%
19.1%
14.4$
lU");

Sa.le

.Ml Carmel

Webber Tlvp..

• •..... : ..

·.

25.l
:S.2
2.U
)t.9
24.3

· Cisne

·•

24.0

AVE. IGAf' SCIENCE SCORES

Cisne
, Olney

29>4
'El '
276
256
26S
260.
2.58
Z7

Mt. car:nel

Red Hill
Wayne City
Fai.-!ield ·
Sa.le::i
~tc

H.7

H.4

AVE. TEACli.E:?. EXPE:P..!ENCE:
%0.& Yrs.
fai:iicld
19.3 Yrs.

Ave.

We:bo..! T'.11p.

2.SZ

Fie:: a
!..aw?'e.'1.;:e.;J}e
Ca.r:ni

24.l

%44

Red Hill

..

'l

AVE. I GAP SOC.SCIENCE SCORES

17.S Y:s.

Salem
Flo:a.

Ci.:ne
li.4 Y:s . . .::-. ML Ca.'"':lcl -7··· · ··:.
· 16.8 Yrs. -·:··Olney
. ·
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·.·..

.... ··

. .-
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Wayne City.
Fa.i:field
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Salc:n
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!
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·

2S.l.

Red Hill

22.4
:Z:Z..2
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St.ate Ave.
Olney
Wayne Cir;

. · $ LOW lNCOM'E STUDEZ..'TS
St.W Ave. ·
30.!$
~!ne:cville
2S.0$ .
~ Rill
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26.C

Weeber Twp.
Carmi '
Salem

AVE. CLASS SlZE

Fairfield

~-

Wayne City. •
Olney
Cline
F.tir!ield"

~.S%
~.1$

L."·rcnec\illc

Stat.a Ave.
·.Flara
·· ·-~ ··,:~ -· ·---· · ·
.CL-:nl
'Ml Carmel
7&.6$ .
Wiyne City
. Tl.3$

c..-cr

\\'aync City

!:1642 F03

Flora
f airlic:ld
Wayne City

95.!$

9G.4$
&7.1$
!S.2$
84.6$.
!l.4% ,,,·
80.6$ •'
7i.l%

Fla:&

95.9$

9:.!$
~-2%

t.iwrenc1Mlle

ML Ca::nel
Olney

Ca:-mi
Fla:-a

100'$

Cloe)'
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Appendix c
Wayne County Press Newspaper School Ratings 1993-94

~anl<ing High Schools
~aunty

Schools Compared In Annual Report

By Penny Shreve
'.Illinois Goal Assessment Program
(IGAP) test sco:cs proved !avorable
.to Cisne High School during the
1tm·94 school year.
: According to the annual state
report cards, issued to public schools,
Qisne rates number one among area
~ores in average IGAP test scores
fpr 10th grade reading and math, and
l)th grade science and social science.
V! ayne City, meanwhile, rates first in
4verage ACT score for all students
(est ed.! The Press compiled a comparison
ol 10 area schools, plus Lie state
average. The orJy area school not in·
~ludcd Ls Flora, as a report card from
~at school was unable to be obtain¢d by press time.
. Wit.i regard to test scores, It s.iould
~ noted that IGAP state perlor·
tnancc standards likely carry more
weight t.ian the average test scores.
Such indicates percentage or students
who met or c:xcccdcd test scores. That
comparison will run in a later Issue
bf t.ie Press.
Salaries Compared
; Regarding salary, all sd100Js com·
pared arc below the state average in
lc.achcr's salary. The state average is
S39;545, while the highest in the area
lsatFalrficld, S.37,659-which ls over
$2,000 higher than the next closest
average salary.
Mt. Carmc: :se1 ,55ll and Fairfield
,($65,379) rate the highest in average
~d:ninist:ator's salary, wilh l!:e state
average of S63,706 rating lh~rd. Cisne
ls last, S36,060.

The state graduation rate 1s 78 pe:cent, and all schools compared rate
above thatfigi.!re. lbat percentage indicates the number ot students who
graduated in:-1994, .who also entered
that same school their !irst year of
high &ehool. Whether the students who
did not graduate moved into another
d!slrkt or dropped out is not
indicated.
The comparisons !ollow:
AVE. TEACHER SALARY
State Ave.
·
$39,545
Fairfield
SJi,659
Salem
SJS,195 .
Wayne City
S33,242
Mt. Carmel
S3l.458
Webber Twp.
SJ0,094
Red Hill
S28,933
Carmi
S28,596
Olney .
$28,lOG
Lawrenceville
S2i,302
Cisne
s2s,010
AVE. ADMINISTRATOR Si\ LARY

Mt. Carmel
Fairfield
St.ate Ave.
Salc.'11
Carmi
Olney
W~i·ne Ci!y
Rw Hill
Webber Twp.
Lawrc."lceville
Cisne

$67,551
S65,3i9
SG3,70G
SSG ,g'73
SSZ,935
SS0,245
$48,085
S47,420
S47,08G
$45,478
$36,060

OPERATING EXPE.?'Sc
PER PUPIL

State Ave.
Fal:ficld
Salc:-:i

S5,S79
s.;,952
$4,t!4H

$4,747

Mt. Carmel
Webber Twp.
Carmi
Wayne City
Cisne
Red Hill
Lawrenceville
Olney

$4,302
$4,271
$4,199
$4,123

$3,928"
S3,G86
$3,476

. GRADUATION H.ATE

C!snc
Wayne City
Webber Twp.
Mt. Carmel
Red liill
Fairfield
.
, Olney
···'Stale Ave.
Carmi
Lawrenceville
Sale:n

·.-.;..;-_:..'

......

-

100%
91.5%
88.0%
87.G%
87.5%
.87.0%
83.9%
78.0%
7G.9%
75.0%
74..4%

AVI:.:. IGAP SCOllcS
c10th Gd. l\'rlllni;l
28.3 .

Lawrencev!llc
Cisne
Olney
Mt. Carmel
Wayne City
Red Hill
State Ave.
Webber
Carmi
Fairfield

27.3
2.G.2

2G.O
2.'i.9
2.H
2.'i.3
2.'i.2
2.'i.l

z.s.o

Sal cw

24.8

AVE. IG1\P SCORES
< ll lh Gd. Sclcuce)
Cisne
Mt. Carmel
Olney
Fairfield
Cnuti1111ed On P:ii;c

~l

273
273

264
10

County Sc,hools Compared
Continued P'rom Page 1

Salem
: ·wayne City
· Slate Ave.
· CarmJ
; Lawrenceville
: Webber Twp.: Rod Hill

AVE. IGAP SCORES
(10th Gd. Math)
~ Cisne
; Falr!icld
· Mt. Carmel
: Lawrenceville
; Wayne City
I Olney
'Salem
; Sta tc Ave.
: Rod Hill
·Carmi
Webbcr Twp.

261

2Gl
256
2.51
249
245
226

Z77

+74
Z73
Z7l
2S7
262
261
254

248
232
230

A VE. IGAP SCORES

ClOlh Gd. Reading)

·Cisne
Lawrenceville
. Mt. Carmel
•Olney
'Webber Twp.
FairCield
·Carmi
:Salem
: Wayne C!ty
'. Rod Hill
State Ave.

290
Z71

2S9

~lncy

ML Ca:-mel
l..awrcncevil!e

224
223

~Hill

201

AVE. ACT SCORES
(All Studcnta Tesled}

Wayne City
Fairfield

ML Carmel
Red Hill
Cisne
. Olney
CarmJ
State Ave.
Salem
Webber Twp.
Lawrcnccvllle

22.7
22.2
22.0 ·
21.9
21.5

~-~~&:·~i-~·::; 21.s ;
21.3

21.0
20.6
20.2
20.0

ATTENDANCE RATE

Webber Twp.
Fair!icld
Cisne
Wayne City
Mt. Ca.:mcl
Olney
Lawrenc:cvllle
Carmi
Salem
Stale Ave.
Red Hill

97.1%

96.8%
96.7%
95.4%
PU~%

94.7%
94.3%
94.0%
93.2%

92.0%

259
·25g
253
253
253
248
244

260
250
250

248.
247

Carmi

246

State Ave.
Salem

245
235

AVE. CLASS SIZE

Fair!ie!d
State Ave.
Salem
Olney
Mt. Carmel
Lawrenceville
Wayne City· .
Webber Twp.
Carmi
Cisne
Red Hill

Red Hill
Wayne City
Carmi
Olney
Cisne
Fairfield
Salem
Webber 1\a:p.
Mt. Carmel

21.1%
20.0%
19.2%
lG.2%
15.7%
12.9%
12.3%

10.0%
6:4%

A VE. TEACHER EXPERIENCE
Wayne City
20.4 Yrs.
Salem
18.1 Yrs.
Red Hill
l 7.4 Yrs.
Fairfield
17.0 Yrs.
Mt. Carmel
16.3 Yrs.

Sta le Ave.
Carmi
Cisne
Lawrenceville

Olney
Webber Twp.

15.4 Yrs.
15.2 Yrs.
14.4 Yrs.
H.4 Yrs.
14.0 Yrs.
· 11.6 Yrs.

95.6%

269

AVE. IGAP SCORES
Olth Gd. Social 5clencel

:cJsne
7alr!icld

Webber Twp.
Wayne City ·

21.9
19.9
17.9
17.5
17.2
16.8
16.6
16.5
15.4

H.9
14.4

% LOW !!\COME STUDENTS
State Ave.
33.5%
Lawrenceville
28.2%

STUDEi\'T-TEACIIER RATIO

Olney
Rod H!ll
State Ave.
Wayne City
Webber Twp.
Salem
Falrfield
Lawrenceville
Mt. Carmel
Ca:ml
Cisne

18.5-1
18.3·1
l!l.2·1
17.5-1
17.3-1

17.o-:
16.9-1
16.G·l
16.3·1
14.8·1

H.O·l

% SPENT OJ" EDUCATION
Salem
82.S%
Lawrenceville
82.8%
Olney
Bl.6%
Red HJ!
81.6%
Ca: ml
81.3%
Fai.:ficld
80.9%
Wayne City
78.3%
Webber 'I'wp.
i!U%
Mt. Carmel
76.l %
State Ave.
75.3%
Cisne

71.4%

